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A B S T R A C T   

This work aims at identifying and modelling statistical dependencies between empirical amplification functions of sites in central Italy and the main geological and 
geophysical characteristics of the region, within a geostatistical analysis framework. The empirical functions, named δS2S, are estimated by decomposing the re-
siduals of the median predictions of a non-ergodic ground motion model of elastic acceleration response spectra developed for the reference region. To select the 
model that best describes the spatial variability of the data, the performance of stationary and non-stationary spatial models is compared, the latter being able to 
constrain the prediction of the empirical functions to physical quantities available in the region and descriptive of the geology, topography and geographical location 
of the site. Finally, we obtain optimal models of δS2S, for each spectral ordinate, parameterised as a function of geographical coordinates and an input map of shear 
wave velocity in the upper 30 m (Vs30) constructed ad hoc by combining information gathered from two high-resolution maps available for the region. The 
methodology allows the development of a new practice-oriented framework for the empirical estimation of site amplification, which can be adopted for the gen-
eration of shaking scenarios in the context of regional hazard and seismic risk assessment.   

1. Introduction 

The estimate of ground shaking scenarios is a key-issue for evalu-
ating damages and losses, for risk analysis, as well as for engineering 
purposes. Among the techniques for predicting ground shaking sce-
narios, the empirical methods based on the use of a ground motion 
model (GMM) are probably the most expeditious and widespread. GMMs 
are predictive equations used worldwide to estimate shaking intensity 
measures as a function of several parameters dependent on the reference 
earthquake scenario (magnitude, distance, etc.) together with variables 
representative of site conditions. 

These empirical tools need a key-proxy to describe the effect of local 
site response, which is usually represented by the shear wave velocity in 
the first 30 m depth (Vs30) from in-situ geotechnical/geophysical 
measurements or inferred by other proxies (geology, topography, etc.). 
Vs30 is the most common site proxy, so researches focused on the 
application of techniques to spatialise Vs30 with the aim to get estimates 
of this parameter even at unsampled points. An example is the Vs30-map 
proposed by Thompson et al. [1] and used within the Shakemaps [2–4] 
or other similar maps that have been linked to different available spatial 
information, such as surface geology [5,6], topographic slope [7] or 
digital terrain [8]. 

Although Vs30 has the advantage of being a synthetic predictor, on 
the other hand it has been shown that it is not truly representative of site 
response [9–14]. 

Therefore, in parallel with the increasing availability of data from 
the development of new seismic networks in the world, the tendency is 
moving towards the use of alternative and more explanatory site prox-
ies, such as those estimated from the residuals of empirical ground 
motion modelling, named site-to-site terms δS2S ([15–17], among the 
others). These terms represent systematic deviations of the observed 
amplification at the site from the median values empirically predicted by 
the GMM that can be quantified as random-effect terms of the model 
regression; they can be robustly calculated when multiple recordings are 
available at multiple sites. δS2S is arguably the most reliable represen-
tation of empirical site response if estimated from a sufficient number of 
site-specific ground-motion observations [16,18] and would help to 
physically explain the variability between sites [18–20]. Because of 
these features, δS2S is increasingly used, especially to adjust empirical 
predictions of partially or fully non-ergodic GMMs [21] to obtain ground 
motion predictions in a non-ergodic Probabilistic Seismic Hazard 
Assessment (PSHA) [22] or even to capture site-specific amplification 
with respect to reference motion in scenario predictions. 

For the above applications, and thus in a similar way as for Vs30, 
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there is a need to adopt continuous spatial models of δS2S, in order to 
capture these effects within regional GMM predictions. As a conse-
quence, the reliability of the techniques adopted to estimate and map the 
site parameters becomes relevant for generating robust shaking 
scenarios. 

In this context, geostatistical methods have often been applied in the 
literature to infer the Vs30 proxy; for example, they have been used to 
produce region-specific correlations between seismic properties and 
geological units [23]. The most widespread techniques are based on the 
classical methods for extending a variable in space, i.e. the Kriging 
technique, which is a well-known geostatistical method used in various 
fields to estimate the value of a variable in non-sampled locations using 
observables of the same type in other locations [24]. Kriging is often 
applied in its simplest form (Ordinary Kriging, OK), which however has 
limited prediction capability in less densely sampled areas as it is con-
strained only to observations; it follows that the resulting maps ignore 
geological parameters or information that might be available in the re-
gion. To overcome such a limit, the authors explore statistical correla-
tions with other mappable site proxies to develop parametric models of 
δS2S, and then spatially correlate the model residuals. As an example, 
Wheatherill et al. (2020) [25] provide a comprehensive attempt to 
explore these correlations by focusing on slope and geology. In their 
work, the authors mapped the site-to-site amplification term as a func-
tion of the other investigated proxies starting from the dense dataset of 
recording stations of the Japanese strong-motion networks (KiK-net and 
K-NET). More recently, Loviknes et al. [26] derived site amplification 
models from the relation between δS2S for sites over large areas (Europe 
and Turkey) and other proxies including the geomorphological sediment 
thickness. Fewer studies however are focused on the spatial predictions 
of the empirical site terms δS2S, considering also possible 
non-stationarities in their correlations (Chao et al., 2020; [27]). In some 
cases more advanced techniques such as the co-kriging methods have 
been used to extend the application of Kriging to the multivariate setting 
in a Bayesian framework, such as Gilder et al. [28] and De Risi et al. 
[29]. 

In the present study, we apply spatial non-stationary techniques such 
as Universal Kriging [24] or Kriging with-a-trend to go beyond Gaus-
sianity of the random field and try to better capture local variability of 
δS2S. In such a way, the estimates are not only constrained on the ob-
servations but also on a proper set of site proxies progressively made 
available in the area and more readily accessible, such as Vs30 maps, 
lithostratigraphic maps, etc. In doing this, we also go through the 
development of a new map of Vs30, instrumental for mapping δS2S, 
which is obtained by combining the information collected by two 
high-resolution maps available for the region. Note that although the 
objective of constraining empirical site amplification to geo-
logical/geophysical parameters may be more appropriately achieved in 
terms of Fourier Amplitude Spectrum (FAS), as it is more closely related 
to physics (e.g. Refs. [30,31]), in the present study we aim to model δS2S 
terms of an elastic spectral acceleration (SA) model as our main goal is to 
predict ground motion for shaking scenario studies or hazard 
applications. 

The area of Central Italy is chosen as the target because of the great 
availability of information. Indeed, it is characterised by the presence of 
geologic and tectonic structures, alluvial basins and mountain chains (e. 
g. the central Apennines), as well as a complex surface geology that 
motivates the need to develop high-resolution soil amplification maps. 
In addition, it represents a highly seismic area, affected in the last 30 
years by important sequences (Umbria-Marche 1997–1998, Mw 6.0; 
L’Aquila 2009, Mw 6.1; Amatrice-Visso-Norcia 2016–2017, Mw 6.2-Mw 
5.9-Mw 6.5), which have been recorded by a large number of seismic 
stations and that has led to the calibration of regional GMMs in the non- 
ergodic framework [31,32], as well as to studies dedicated to the local 
seismic response and microzonation studies [33]. 

The paper is outlined in the following steps: i) description of the 
dataset of the empirical amplification functions δS2S extracted from a 

regional GMM, as well as the set of site proxies considered in the 
explorative analysis; ii) definition of the methodological approach; iii) 
analysis of the spatial dependences among the different proxies and 
identification of predictors candidates; iv) selection of the optimal 
spatial model via leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOO-CV) and building 
of the final optimal maps. 

2. Dataset 

The data we aim to model are empirical site amplification functions 
(also defined as site-to-site terms δS2S) quantified via a mixed-effects 
non ergodic ground motion modelling (GMM) of 5 % damped elastic 
response spectral acceleration (SA) (the flatfile of the input δS2S and site 
metadata is provided in ESUPP1_flatfile.zip). 

The calibration dataset consists of more than 30,000 waveforms 
relative to about 450 earthquakes, occurred in Central Italy in the time 
interval 2009–2018, in the magnitude range 3.2–6.5 (local magnitude 
for M < 4.5 and moment magnitude for M ≥ 4.5) recorded by about 460 
stations within 250 km from the epicentres (see also detail on the 
webpage https://shake.mi.ingv.it/central-italy/; last accessed August 1, 
2023). The PGA values are distributed in the range [0.003–1000] cm/s2. 
On this dataset, it appears that a marginal fraction of the sites can 
potentially be affected by a non-linear response (0.06 %), assuming that 
non-linearity may occur above a PGA threshold of 100 cm/s2 and with a 
shear stress ratio PGV/Vs30 > 0.1 % [34]; thus, we can assume that the 
assumption of linearity holds. 

The GMM calibrated for this study is a slightly modified version of 
that proposed by Sgobba et al. [32] calibrated for shallow active crustal 
earthquakes in Central Italy. This model is ad-hoc developed for the 
present study (details are provided in the APPENDIX) and is calibrated 
on the geometric mean of the horizontal components of the PGA and 69 
spectral ordinates of the acceleration response spectra (5 % damping) SA 
in the period range T = 0.04–2 s; however, for the sake of simplicity, in 
the following we will only show results and maps referred to two pa-
rameters, representative of short and long period behavior: PGA and SA 
(1s). Coefficients and parameters of the reference GMM are provided in 
ESUPP2_GMM.zip. 

Below, we focus on δS2Sref terms (herein simply denoted by δS2S) 
that represent the average misfit of ground-motion at the site with 
respect to the event-corrected median value predicted by the GMM. 
They include site-related features due to missing covariates that are not 
fully explained by the regression model. In more detail, the δS2S terms 
define the systematic bias of ground motions recorded at each station s 
with respect to the reference rock motion predicted by the fixed-effect 
part of the GMM, which is calibrated on 6 reference rock sites (see 
APPENDIX for major details). The reference rock differs from the 
generic rock conditions typically defined by the time-averaged shear 
wave velocity at the top 30 m of a 1-D soil column, (Vs30 = 800 m/s); it 
is defined as out-cropping rock or stiff soils that show a flat, unamplified 
response over a frequency range of engineering interest (Felicetta et al. 
[35]) - usually f = 0.5–25 Hz - and identified by a multi-criteria 
weighted decision matrix method (Reference Rock Identification 
Method, RRIM, [15]) used to rank alternative criteria. In this way, the 
definition of the δS2S term is slightly different from that of the typical 
systematic site-to-site residual that takes into account effects not 
captured by the median prediction of the reference GMM. In fact, the 
term here is derived from a GMM that lacks an explicit linear site 
amplification response term in the fixed coefficient model, so the 
resulting δS2S represents the soil amplification w.r.t. reference rock 
condition, as also shown by Sgobba et al. [32] and Kotha et al. [19]. 

Hence, the so-computed empirical site functions are able to capture 
the effects of soil response including amplification due to shallow soft 
sediments, contrast of impedances, resonances and 2D/3D effects, which 
are not described from synthetic proxies as the Vs30 [33,36–38]. 
Recently δS2S, was also used as a reference proxy to validate the 
amplification coefficients suggested in the new Eurocode proposal [39], 
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as well as to compare and validate the amplification factors obtained 
from microzonation studies at local and national scales in Italy [40]; 
they also were found to contribute more heavily to the ground shaking 
variability [32,41]. 

In the following, all the analyses are performed in a scalar frame-
work, meaning that δS2S extracted from SA models are treated sepa-
rately at every period T, and that no correlation between different 
ordinates is considered. Each record (i.e. δS2S vs T) is associated with 
the latitude and longitude identifying the geographical location of the 
corresponding station (Fig. 1a–b), allowing us to exploit geostatistical 
techniques for modelling the site proxies. 

2.1. Geological and geophysical site proxies 

We use a proxy-set for investigating correlation with the empirical 
amplification functions to select the covariates useful for geospatial 
modelling (Table 1), which include:  

i) The shear-wave velocity Vs30 [42]: it is inferred from different 
source data and accounting for litho-stratigraphic effects. It 
provides a synthetic description of the subsurface structure (first 
30 m depth) that is more accessible to geotechnical in-
vestigations. It is also the most commonly included explanatory 
variable in ground motion models, as well as an easy and low-cost 
parameter for evaluating site response classification (e.g., 
Ref. [43,44]);  

ii) the high-frequency attenuation parameter κ0 (or “site kappa”): it 
measures the attenuation of the acceleration spectrum in log- 
linear space at high-frequencies, according to definition pro-
vided by Anderson and Hough [45] and the taxonomy by Kteni-
dou et al. [46];  

iii) the topographic slope;  
iv) the local descriptions of the litho-stratigraphic units. 

Note that we do not consider here additional geological/geophysical 
data potentially relevant for this study, such as f0 (fundamental fre-
quency of the soil deposit) and H800 (the depth of the engineering 
bedrock) because these data are presently scarce in our dataset, due to 
the large number of temporary stations, and maps of them at national 

scale are not currently available. 
The maps showing the distribution of the input data in the study 

region are provided in separate plots in ESUPP3_plot_of_input_data. 
docx. 

Data Sources. 
Herein, the data of Vs30 (m/s) are taken from different estimates.  

1) direct in-situ measurements of the S-wave velocity profile at stations 
provided by the Engineering Strong-Motion database, ESM https://e 
sm-db.eu/, [47]. Less than 25 % of the dataset is associated with this 

Fig. 1. Geographical distribution of the set of stations located in the region of Central Italy (a); amplification curves δS2Ss vs period T derived from the reference 
GMM (the dashed black line is the mean curve over all sites; the colored lines are the median of each lithological class color-coded according to the grouping shown in 
Fig. 3) (b). 

Table 1 
List of the parameters and site proxies considered in the analysis.  

Site proxy Notation and 
unit of measure 

Type of estimation Reference 

Empirical site 
amplification 
function 

δS2S [log10] Residual decomposition 
with respect to a regional 
GMM 

Sgobba et al. 
[31,32] 

Shear-wave 
velocity in the 
uppermost 30 
m 

Vs30 [m/s] Geophysical 
measurements 

ESM - Luzi 
et al. [47] 

Vs30-WA [m/s] Inferred from empirical 
correlation with 
topographic slope from 
the function-Tinitaly 
DEM 10 m resampled at 
40 m 

Wald and 
Allen [7] 

Vs30-Mori [m/ 
s] 

Inferred from site- 
specific 
microzonation dataset 
and one-dimensional 
numerical approach 

Mori et al. 
[13] 

Slope Slope [deg] Topographic slope from 
the function-Tinitaly 
DEM 10 m resampled at 
40 m 

Mascandola 
et al. [48] 

High-frequency 
decay 
parameter 

κ0 Empirical procedure 
from Generalised 
Inversion Technique 
(GIT) analysis 

Morasca et al. 
[49] 

Geology Litho- 
stratigraphic 
units 

Large-scale lithological 
maps 

i. ISPRA 
1:100.000; 
ii. Forte et al 
[50]  
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type of measurement, while the information is missing in the rest of 
the dataset; 

2) inferred from empirical correlation with the topographic slope as pre-
scribed in Wald and Allen [7] on the basis of slope measurements. 
Herein, slopes come from high-resolution digital elevation models 
(DEM) of Italy sampled at 40 m [48]. In the following, the corre-
sponding inferred proxy is denoted as Vs30-WA;  

3) inferred from site-specific microzonation dataset (Mori et al., [13]). It is 
here referred to as Vs30-Mori. This map (50 m × 50 m raster) covers 
the whole of Italy and integrates data from the Italian seismic 
microzonation dataset ([51], www.webms.it), consisting of about 
11,000 shear wave velocity profiles from geophysical surveys and 
35,000 borehole logs. 

The reason why we chose to introduce these last 2 proxies of Vs30 
(Vs30-WA and Vs30-Mori) lies in the fact that dataset of Vs30 obser-
vations present a lot of missing values (75.8 % of the sample) so its 
sampling is not enough to condition the amplification estimates in a 
robust manner. The availability of high-resolution maps for Vs30-WA 
(Fig. 2a) and Vs30-Mori (Fig. 2b) in the Italian territory allows Vs30 
information to be obtained almost continuously in space, thus moti-
vating the evaluation of a non-stationary spatial model for Vs30 as 

dependent on Vs30-Mori and Vs30-WA. This will allow us not only to 
predict Vs30 at locations where its direct measurement is missing, but 
also to construct a high-resolution shear-wave velocity map for Central 
Italy. 

The distribution of these two inferred maps (Fig. 2c) reveals the 
presence of a sampling bias, as both Vs30-WA and Vs30-Mori are unable 
to capture the full range of variability in the Vs30 observations. This is 
particularly evident in the case of the Mori’ s map, whose statistical 
distribution appears particularly narrow and with a smaller standard 
deviation than that observed in the actual data. On the other hand, the 
WA map, although showing a more realistic variance, tends to over-
estimate the Vs30 observations. 

Regarding κ0, we consider the values extracted by Morasca et al. 
[49] on the same dataset of Central Italy from a Generalised Inversion 
Technique (GIT), which is a non-parametric tool for evaluating empir-
ical source, path and site contributions from earthquake recordings in 
the frequency domain [52]. About 17 % of observations (82 vs. 460 
stations) are missing for this variable. The average κ0 for the 6 reference 
rock sites on which the GMM was calibrated is 0.012s [31], while the 
average value over all stations in this dataset is equal to 0.026 s. 

Another source of information continues in space is related to 
shallow geology and more specifically to large-scale lito-stratigraphic 

Fig. 2. Raster maps of Vs30 inferred from Wald and Allen relationship [7] (a); map by Mori et al. [13] (b) and their statistical distributions (c). The original co-
ordinate system in a) and b) was re-projected to match that of the dataset in projected coordinate system UTM (zone N32). The prediction grid of the maps is built 
within the bounding box of the data locations. Note that the maps are plotted on a different full scale to highlight patterns within maps; hence, comparisons across 
figures should be made carefully. 
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units made available for Italy, conforming to two classifications. One is 
in accordance with the ISPRA classification (scale 1:100.000), that 
partitions sites into 50 lithological categories, 19 of which are repre-
sented in our dataset. The other is the seismic shallow soil classification 
for Italy provided by Forte et al. [50], that groups data into 18 more 
generic categories, 14 of which appear in the dataset. The choice of 
considering two alternative classification criteria is made to assess the 
impact that a more detailed or a broader grouping of data may have on 
the significance of lithology both in the linear and in the spatial 
modelling of site proxies. The link between the stations of the dataset 
and the ISPRA and Forte et al. classifications are provided in the flatfile 
of ESUPP1_flatfile.csv, whereas a map showing the spatial distribution 
of the lithological classes in the target region can be found in 
ESUPP3_plot_of_input_data.docx. 

The lithologic classes are not uniformly represented in our dataset. 
As an example, in Fig. 3, the pie chart shows the distribution of the geo- 
lithological complexes according to Forte et al. While some classes have 
a high numerosity, others are underrepresented; for instance we can 
note a dominance of arenaceous and marly flysch, marly limestones, 
(the modal category “AFB”) along with marly calcareous (McB) and 
carbonates (CB). 

3. Methodology 

The adopted methodology follows the scheme below (Fig. 4): 
STATISTICAL DEPENDENCIES (STEP 1): we explore the statistical 

dependencies and correlations of δS2S with the site proxies described 
above in order to select the set of candidate predictors, used in the 
subsequent analyses to constrain the spatial model. To evaluate the 
dependencies on the lithostratigraphic classes, we adopt the analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) test, as implemented in the statistical computing 
language R (R Core Team, 2021); this is a technique used to compare the 
means of two or more populations and to assess whether these differ-
ences are statistically significant. In cases where the dependent variables 
are more than one, we apply the Multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA) test. 

GEOSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND MODEL BUILDING (STEP 2): we 
estimate the spatial dependencies of the stochastic field generating the 

data and build the spatial prediction models by using the R package 
gstat. Under the assumption of isotropy and stationarity of the spatial 
process underlying the δS2S measurements, we first characterise the 
spatial structure of the data by using the semivariogram, which is a 
classic geostatistic tool to quantify the covariance structure of the field. 
First, an experimental semivariogram γ(h) of the random field is 
computed to measure the average dissimilarity between spatial data 
separated by a lag h. To this end, a classic estimator based on the method 
of moments [53] is used, which is defined as follows: 

γ(h)=
1

|N(h)|

∑

(si ,sj)∈N(h)

(
δS2S(si) − δS2S

(
sj
))2 [1]  

where N(h) denotes the set of locations whose distance is (close to) h, 
|N(h) | indicates the numerosity of the set, and δS2S(si) denotes the 
target parameter measured at location si. In practical terms, the semi-
variogram provides the degree of similarity of couples of data as func-
tion of the separating distance h. In the presence of spatial stationarity, 
an increasing trend with respect to h is typical of the experimental 
semivariogram up to a certain correlation length, after which no cor-
relation is observed; then the sample points of the semivariogram tend 
asymptotically to the variance of the data. 

The experimental semivariogram can be modeled with parametric 
functions. Amongst the commonly used models, in the following we rely 
on the exponential model with nugget, that is defined by a positive, 
exponentially increasing function associated with a non-zero limit to 
zero (named nugget, τ2), an asymptote (named sill, τ2 + σ2), approxi-
mately reached at a distance named range (a): 

γ(h; τ, σ, a)= τ2 + σ2
(

1 − e− h
a

)
, h> 0 [2] 

The semivariogram model is then used within a linear unbiased 
spatial predictor named Kriging. An Ordinary Kriging algorithm (OK) is 
considered if the assumption of spatial stationarity holds true, and a 
Universal Kriging (UK) is used under non-stationary conditions. In the 
stationary case, the predictor assumes the form δS2S∗(s0) =
∑n

i=1λi
∗δS2S(si) where λ1, ..., λn are optimal weights, found by solving the 

so-called kriging system, which is a linear system that depends on the 

Fig. 3. Pie chart of the stations in the dataset distributed according to the geo-lithological classes in the map of Forte et al. [50]. The legend also shows the cor-
respondence with the classification according to ISPRA. 
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(estimated) variogram model [54]: 
⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

γ(0) ⋯ γ(|s1 − sn|) 1
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮

γ(sn − s1) ⋯ γ(0) 1
1 ⋯ 1 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

λ1
⋮
λn
ζ

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠=

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

γ(s0 − s1)

⋮
γ(s0 − sn)

1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ [3]  

Here, ζ is a Lagrange multiplier which accounts for the unbiasedness 
constraint, and 

⃒
⃒si − sj

⃒
⃒ denotes the distance between the locations si and 

sj. 
In the non-stationary case, we consider that a significant spatial 

trend is underlying the mean of the data, due to unmodeled effects. Note 
that we expect that the spatial modelling of δS2S will depend on the 
presence of regional geological structures and litho-stratigraphic char-
acteristics and thus might turn out to be non-stationary. In this case, the 
expected value of the random variable E[δS2S(SA(T))] is not constant 
across all sites, but may vary depending on location [55], i.e. the spatial 
distribution of the data shows a trend called drift. Non-stationarity can 
be handled by modelling the observed spatial variability from each data 
point, i.e. the drift, with a regression model that captures the effect of 
dependence on the main variables [32,56]. 

Intuitively, if such modelling captures effectively the main de-
pendencies, then the residual component (ε) should be (or closer to 
being) stationary and associated with a more stable variogram model. In 
mathematical terms, the variable δS2S(si) is modeled through a linear 
regression model 

δS2S(si)=
∑L

l=0
alfl(si)+ ϵ(si), [4]  

where al are the (unknown) regression coefficients, fl(si) are the (known) 
regressors, and ϵ(si) is assumed to be a stationary residual. In this case, 
the UK predictor X∗(s0) =

∑n
i=1λi

∗X(si) is found by solving the following 
linear system 
⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

γ(0) ⋯ γ(|s1 − sn|) f0(s1) ⋯ fL(s1)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
γ(|sn − s1|) ⋯ γ(0) f0(sn) ⋯ fL(sn)

f0(s1) ⋯ f0(sn) 0 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

fL(s1) ⋯ fL(sn) 0 ⋯ 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
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⎝
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⋮
λn
ζ0
⋮
ζL

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

=

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

γ(s0 − s1)

⋮
γ(s0 − sn)

ζ0
⋮
ζL

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

[5]  

where ζ0, ..., ζL are the L + 1 Lagrange multipliers needed to account for 
the unbiasedness constraint under the linear model [4]. Note that UK 
predicts the value of the site response as the sum of the regional non- 
stationary trend as optimally estimated by least squares, and the 
optimal linear prediction of the stationary component (i.e., the model 
residuals). 

MODEL VALIDATION (STEP 3): Finally, we perform validation of the 
selected stationary and non-stationary models via leave-one-out cross- 
validation (LOO-CV) analysis [57,58]. The analysis quantifies the ac-
curacy of the model in predicting site terms by applying the following 

procedure: i) remove a sample station from the dataset to use it as a test 
site; ii) with the remaining stations (training set), estimate the target 
variable at the location of the removed test station; iii) use a diagnostic 
index of the quality of spatial prediction that is the mean square error 
(MSE) between the station prediction and the actual value for each 
selected parameter. 

Then, the final model is selected on the basis of the minimisation of 
the MSE assessed via LOO cross-validation. In case of equivalent pre-
dictive performances, the choice falls on the simplest model and for 
which the covariates are better known at the target locations. 

4. Results 

4.1. Statistical dependencies (Step 1) 

To explore the correlation among the proxies, we use the matrix in 
Fig. 5a, which shows the Pearson correlation coefficient of δS2S at PGA 
and various exemplificative spectral ordinates SA (uniformly selected in 
log-scale) against the investigated proxies. δS2S is linearly correlated 
with Vs30 measurements (about − 0.6 in the long-period range above 
0.3s) and less with the inferred estimates (Vs30-WA and Vs30-Mori). 
The negative correlation is expected and agrees with the findings of 
Zhu et al. [59], even if Derras et al. [60] and Bergamo et al. [14] 
identified Vs30 as an optimal proxy for site amplification only for short 
periods (T < 0.6 s). Also Kamai et al. [61] showed that at short periods 
(e.g. PGA), Vs30 captures the site amplification for both soil and soft 
rock sites; instead at long periods, while capturing the overall amplifi-
cation for soil sites, the linear trend starts to break down at Vs30 of 
approximately 600 m/s, due to the loss of correlation with the deeper 
structure, as a result of surface weathering. Our results are closer to 
those provided by Kotha et al. [19] who showed that at T = 0.02 s and T 
= 0.2 s correlation of δS2S versus Vs30 is close to zero, implying that 
high frequency soil response is weakly correlated to Vs30; such corre-
lation tend to increase with period, which is consistent with other past 
studies (e.g., Ref. [62]). For instance, Thompson and Wald [37] show 
that measured Vs30 reduce the standard deviation of δS2S by 3 %–9 % 
for periods less than 0.2 s and by 26 %–40 % for periods longer than 0.5 
s. However, it should be noted that a systematic correlation between 
δS2S and Vs30 has not been observed at all frequency bands in the 
literature and that the variability of the results depends on the training 
dataset and on the geographical context of analysis, as the scaling of 
amplification with Vs30 can be different between regions due to 
different correlations between Vs30 and the full Vs profile [61]. 
Furthermore, it should be stressed that in the present study we refer to a 
not typical estimate of the empirical soil amplification function, which is 
based on response spectra, while more rigorous, comparable yet 
physically-based interpretations should be made on the estimates from 
Fourier amplitude spectra. 

In Fig. 5a we note that Vs30-correlates equally well with Vs30-WA 
and slope (− 0.53 vs − 0.55, respectively); therefore, from now on, we 
will only consider Vs30-WA instead of the slope as a proxy for building 

Fig. 4. Workflow of the methodology adopted in this study.  
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the spatial model of δS2S. The reason why we prefer to use only the 
inferred estimate of Vs30-WA instead of the slope is that it is more 
convenient to use it in modelling Vs30 for reasons of dimensional ho-
mogeneity. Finally, we see that the dependence on κ0 is not statistically 
significant for any period (p-values>0.05). 

In Fig. 5b, we observe that the δS2S terms show a trend with Vs30: 
this is more evident (steeper slope) for intermediate and long-period 
spectral ordinates (T = 0.5 s and T = 2 s), implying that the PGA soil 
response is less correlated with Vs30, as also observed by Kotha et al. 
[19]. In any case, the observed trend is in accordance with the expected 
physics since lower values of Vs30 (soft soils) correspond to positive 
δS2S (amplifications), while higher values of Vs30, particularly from 
around 700–800 m/s, correspond to negative δS2S (de-amplifications). 

Concerning the assessment of the impact of lithology, this is per-
formed both with reference to the detailed classification of the ISPRA 
map 1:100.000 (50 classes) and to the broader groupings of 18 litho-
logical classes as proposed by Forte et al [50]. Indeed, as greater 
geologic precision in site classification does not necessarily correspond 
to greater significance of the lithology variable, the impact of this term 
on spatial proxy predictions is assessed at the two levels of classification 
detail. Fig. 6 shows that all proxies present statistically significant 
dependence on lithology when they are tested jointly over the periods 
(p-value = 0 in MANOVA one-way) and singularly within each period 
(p-value = 0 in ANOVA one-way). Since the transition from the classi-
fication of Forte et al. to the 50-class ISPRA lithological map (Fig. 6a) 
does not lead to any particular improvement in terms of significance in 
linear models, the spatial analysis for δS2S in the subsequent section will 
only consider the simpler Forte et al. classification (Fig. 6b). 

Furthermore, to select the best possible spatial model for δS2S, we 
need to reconstruct the Vs30 data in order to elaborate a non-stationary 
prediction that is constrained to this proxy. To this aim, we also check 
for possible dependencies of Vs30 from lithology as well (Fig. 6c). It can 
be noted that Vs30 from measurements and Vs30-WA show a depen-
dence on the litho-classes whereas Vs30-Mori is less sensitive to this 

classification (p-value ANOVA: 0.077). Regarding κ0 (Fig. 6d) we 
observe moderate dependence on lithology (p-value ANOVA: 0.036). 

4.2. Geostatistical Building models and validation (Step 2–3) 

In this section, we focus on studying the spatial correlation structure 
of the data to infer the best spatial model of δS2S on a regular grid with 
cell size 1500 m, which is a compromise value for the scope of this work 
between resolution and computational speed. In fact, the interpolation 
algorithm, as before discussed, requires the solution of a system of linear 
equations that has the size of the number of observed data covering the 
region of interest. The system must be solved for each target location in 
the prediction grid, so the computational cost of building predictions 
over the grid increases linearly with the number of locations within the 
grid. 

To this end, we need to study and map, with the same resolution, the 
identified proxies that have been found to be most appropriate for 
predicting empirical site amplification at each spectral period. Based on 
the results of STEP 1, the main predictor is the parameter Vs30 from all 
sources considered (a. Mori et al.; [13] b. WA [7]; c. measurements). 
Therefore, here, the spatial analysis is performed first for Vs30 and then 
for δS2S. In this way, we are able to obtain (input) proxy maps useful for 
constraining the predictions of the empirical amplification functions. 

4.2.1. Spatial model of Vs30 
A preliminary spatial study of Vs30 data is provided by the variog-

raphy analysis and in particular on the trend of the experimental sem-
ivariogram. The analysis of the experimental semivariogram of Vs30 
(Fig. 7a) reveals a degree of non-stationarity identified by unstable 
plateau (i.e. tendency to increase with increasing separation distance 
leading to overestimated correlations), which implies the need to go 
beyond the stationarity hypothesis. 

In the following, we compute a first-order trend surface to model the 
drift component and specify the spatial dependence with the below 

Fig. 5. a) Correlogram of investigated proxies with non-missing values (i.e. data with missings in κ0 or Vs30 were removed for the computation). Blank cells relate to 
non-significant coefficients based on the resulting p-values (i.e. p-values>0.05); b) δS2S against Vs30 for PGA, SA(0.5s) and SA(2s) along with the corresponding 
fit lines. 
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Fig. 6. Dependence on lithostratigraphic classification: a) δS2S at PGA, SA(1s) and SA(2s) versus lithology according to ISPRA; b) δS2S at PGA, SA(1s) and SA(2s) 
versus lithology according to Forte et al. [50] classification; c) Vs30 versus lithology according to Forte et al. classification; d) κ0 versus lithology according to Forte 
et al. classification. 
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relationships (this has the same meaning as linear regression model 
specification).  

i) Non-stationary model Vs30 ~ β0 (litho) + ε  
ii) Non-stationary model Vs30 ~ β0 + β1x + β2 y + β3 (x*y) + β4 

litho + ε  
iii) Non-stationary model Vs30 ~ β0 (Vs30-Mori) + β1 (Vs30-WA) + ε  
iv) Stationary model Vs30 

In addition to the stationary model (iv), we implement the non- 
stationary model (ii) based on linear regression of the lithology classes 
by Forte et al. [50] and the geographical coordinates (x, y) of the data 
points. We also implement and test the performance of a model 
dependent on Vs30-Mori and Vs30-WA (iii) that aims to reconstruct the 
data at unsampled locations based on the other Vs30 information 
available in the region. Basically, in model iii) the distribution of Vs30 is 
interpolated on the missing values based on Vs30–Mori or Vs30–WA, 
whose statistical distributions have been shown in Fig. 2c. In this sense, 
using the two maps jointly appears advantageous in order to reconstruct 
the distribution of Vs30 at unobserved points. 

When analyzing the correlations of the Vs30 data with the other 
estimates in detail, it can be seen that this quantity is positively 

correlated with Vs30-Mori and Vs30-WA (Fig. 8). Assuming a linear 
model as a function of Vs30-Mori and Vs30-WA, we find that it is sig-
nificant in both regression coefficients (p-value 0.0058 and 7.29*e− 5, 
respectively) and thus is the two inferred maps are promising candidate 
for modelling the observed non-stationarity. We remind that the 
assumed linear dependency is considered to be not statistically signifi-
cant when its p-value is greater than the level of 0.05. 

To confirm this, we observe that the semivariogram of the residuals 
improves in terms of stability at the level of sill (Fig. 7b), and provide the 
best performance (i.e. lowest MSE) measured via LOO-CV and compared 
to the other candidate models (Table II). 

Additional rationale for choosing the non-stationary model (iii) is the 
availability of high-resolution maps of Vs30-Mori and Vs30-WA, as they 
allow us to obtain stable predictions of Vs30 over a high-resolution grid. 

We report below the resulting optimal maps of Vs30 (Fig. 9a) 
anchored to the values of Vs30-Mori and Vs30-WA. The map shows a 
global trend with higher values in correspondence of the Central 
Apennines and mountain chains while lower values near the coasts and 
alluvial basins. The associated prediction variance is depicted in Fig. 9b 
and shows the highest values occurring at unsampled locations and 
lower variance near the sampling locations. 

Fig. 7. a) Variograms of Vs30 under the assumption of stationarity (exponential fit - parameters: psill 6.0e4, range 3.0e4, nugget 1.0e-4); b) sample semi-variogram 
of the residuals of model iii) i.e. Vs30 dependent on Vs30-Mori + Vs30-WA (exponential fit - parameters: psill 4.0e4, range 3.0e4, nugget 1.0e-4). 

Fig. 8. Correlation matrix of measured Vs30 against other Vs30-proxies (color- 
coded according to lithology classes of Fig. 4). 

Table 2 
Results of LOO-CV and p-values of linear regressions. The best performing 
models for each parameter are denoted in bold.  

Variable 
to model 

Covariates p-value of 
regression 

LOO Mean 
Squared Error 

LOO Standard 
Deviation 

Vs30 i. Litho 0.006548 43.54*103 73.24*103 

ii. Litho + geo 
coordinates 

1.588e-10 44.88*103 71.21*103 

iii. Vs30-Mori þ
Vs30-WA 

9.543e-11 36.89*103 57.46*103 

iv. Stationary – 47.11*103 83.29*103 

δS2S 
(PGA) 

i. Geo- 
coordinates 

<2.2e-16 48.88*10− 3 67.63*10− 3 

ii. Geo- 
coordinates þ
Vs30 

<2.2e-16 46.47*10¡3 66.14*10¡3 

iii. Geo- 
coordinates +
Vs30-map +
Litho 

<2.2e-16 45.13*10− 3 64.32*10− 3 

v. Stationary – 49.22*10− 3 68.00*10− 3 

δS2S (SA 
(1s)) 

i. Geo- 
coordinates 

0.04104 44.61*10− 3 73.16*10− 3 

ii. Geo- 
coordinates þ
Vs30 

<2.2e-16 36.98*10¡3 58.04*10¡3 

iii. Geo- 
coordinates +
Vs30-map +
Litho 

<2.2e-16 34.13*10− 3 55.29*10− 3 

v. Stationary – 44.64*10− 3 71.90*10− 3  
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4.2.2. Spatial model of δS2S 
Here we aim to construct and test both stationary and non-stationary 

spatial models of the empirical site response, including the dependence 
on the Vs30-map. 

The empirical variograms suggest the presence of an exponential 

trend both for PGA (Fig. 10a) and SA(T = 1s) (Fig. 10b). 
Therefore, it is necessary to model spatial non-stationarity to capture 

the trend observed in the data by a combination of the covariates ac-
cording to the following. 

Fig. 9. Maps (projected coordinate system UTM zone N32) of Vs30 predictions (a) and associated variance (b). The prediction grid of the maps is built within the 
bounding box of the data locations. 

Fig. 10. Experimental and model semi-variograms of δS2S for a) PGA stationary (exponential fit - parameters: psill 0.051, range 5.0e5, nugget 0.022); b) SA(1s) 
stationary (exponential fit - parameters: psill 0.0234, range 3.0e4, nugget 0.028); c) PGA non-stationary, model iii) (exponential fit - parameters: psill 0.035, range 
7.0e4, nugget 0.035); d) SA(1s) non-stationary, model iii) (exponential fit - parameters: psill 0.028, range 3.0e4, nugget 0.02). 
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i) Non-stationary model: δS2S ~ β0 + β1x + β2 y + β3 (x*y) + ε  
ii) Non-stationary model: δS2S ~ β0 + β1x + β2 y + β3 (x*y) + β4 

(Vs30-map) + ε  
iii) Non-stationary model: δS2S ~ β0 + β1x + β2 y + β3 (x*y) + β4 

(Vs30-map) + β5 litho + ε  
iv) Stationary model δS2S 

The LOO-CV results in Table 2 show that the trend of PGA and SA(T 
= 1s) is captured by different combinations of these covariates. For 
example, in Fig. 10c–d, the spatial trend adjusts slightly when lithology 
is included (model iii). Given similar performance, the choice can be 
guided by Occam’s razor principle that suggests choosing the simplest 
model over those involving a larger number of variables. In line with this 
principle, we decide not to include the dependence on lithology as the 
use of this map is not justified by an appreciable gain in the predictive 
performance of the model. On the other hand, the fact that the predicted 
values of Vs30-map obtained with the non-stationary model are more 
correlated with δS2S than the values obtained with the stationary 
model, pushes us towards the use of this proxy in the construction of the 

model. 
Based on the above, we select the non-stationary model (ii) as the 

best compromise between performance and simplicity for constructing 
the δS2S median map both for PGA (Fig. 11 a) and SA(1s) (Fig. 11 c) 
with the corresponding prediction variances (Fig. 11b–d). Results of 
model (ii) predictions for median and related prediction variances at 
each node of the grid are collected in the flat-files of ESUPP4_dS2S.zip. 
Examples of raster maps for PGA and SA(1s) are provided in 
ESUPP5_maps.zip. 

It can be seen that the model is able to capture some characteristics 
on a local scale; for example, amplification is greater in plains and basins 
(clearly visible for instance higher values near Avezzano at 1s in cor-
respondence of the Fucino deep sedimentary basin), and in general in 
the presence of areas with lower slopes, river valleys and recent surface 
deposits (e.g. towards the coastal area in the east). 

Standard deviation (sigma) associated to the spatial predictions is 
shown in Fig. 12 as a function of vibration periods. Since this quantity 
varies geographically, as evident from Fig. 11b-d, we plot for simplicity 
the maximum sigma (recorded at locations far from the data points) and 

Fig. 11. Maps (projected coordinate system UTM zone N32) of the best δS2S model predictions (a, c) and associated variance (b, d) for PGA and SA(1s), respectively. 
The prediction grid of the maps is built within the bounding box of the data locations. 
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minimum sigma (obtained at locations near dense observation areas). 
Note that the maximum sigma is highly variable at very short periods (T 
< 0.2s) reaching up to 0.38 log10 units and revealing the model’s poor 
constraint on predictors at the borders of the domain; while the overall 
trend decreases around 0.2 log10 for periods longer than T = 1s, a value 
that is obtained at most central points of the testing area. 

Looking in more detail, we compare the prediction of the entire δS2S 
curve with the observations in the dataset at individual stations, used as 
testing sites within the LOO-CV. In other words, we consider the sta-
tions, one at a time, as independent sites to assess the goodness of the 
prediction. In Fig. 13, we show some illustrative cases of stations with 
good performance (the observed curve is within the 1σ confidence band) 
and stations where the observed curve is outside the band 2 or 3 times 
the σ for at least a number of spectral periods (30 % and 10 % over all 
periods, respectively). In Table III we report the list of stations out of 
range and the corresponding statistics. We observe that more than 7 % of 
the sites are affected by sub-optimal prediction, which is probably due to 
incomplete parameterisation of the site function. This is made more 
evident by the lack of constraint at the peaks of the site response on 
many stations, particularly when the peak is located in a short-period 
interval (e.g. stations IV. ATSC, IV. RM16 in Fig. 12). In these cases, 
the prediction fails to capture the amplitude and position of the peak, 
suggesting that some other predictor, such as the fundamental frequency 

Fig. 12. Standard deviations (minimum and maximum) of the model pre-
dictions as a function of vibration periods. Shaded area indicates the range of 
variability of sigma values. 

Fig. 13. δS2S predictions on some testing stations versus observations: RMSE<1σ(top panel), RMSE>2σ on 30 % of periods (middle panel), RMSE>3σ on 10 % of 
periods (bottom panel). 
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of the soil deposit, must be introduced in the modelling. 
As a matter of fact, among the out-of-range stations, more than half 

belong to the geo-lithological complexes AFB, db and McB correspond-
ing to arenaceous flysch (arenaceous sand, marly flysch, marly lime-
stones, gypsums, clayey metamorphic rocks), shallow debris (infill, 
alluvial fan, debris, colluvium, breccia, etc.) and marly calcareous 
(marly, calcareous sand siliceous successions deposited in pelagic 
environment), respectively. 

This may indicate that for this type of (soft soil) classes, an additional 
parameter needs to be introduced to constrain the site response (espe-
cially for stations on soil deposits, such as for the db class, e.g. the MCR 
station) or that the litho class is not sufficiently resolved with the current 
input map. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper we have proposed a comprehensive methodological 
approach based on geostatistical analysis to investigate and model the 
spatial dependencies of the empirical site-to-site δS2S response terms 
derived from the residual decomposition of a reference GMM specific for 
the Central Italy region. 

The method used is based on a systematic pre-analysis of the de-
pendencies of the site-to-site terms on other site proxies to identify the 
main statistical correlations. Then, variographic analysis and Kriging 
estimations (under both stationary and non-stationary assumptions) 
were applied to produce different parameterised spatial models. 
Namely, non-stationary modelling of the δS2S prediction passed through 
the mapping of the predictor Vs30 and lithology, which is available in 
continuous form; we therefore constructed also an input map of Vs30. 
The results in terms of LOO-CV allowed us to select the best performing 
models to obtain interpolated maps of δS2S at various spectral ordinates, 
conditioned on the most relevant proxies, along with the associated 
variance. 

The final proposed maps of δS2S could be used in conjunction with 
the predictions of the reference GMM (provided in the Appendix) in 
spectral accelerations to produce non-ergodic shaking scenarios for 
regional hazard and risk assessments. 

Specific findings of our study are resumed in the following:  

● δS2S estimates at different spectral periods correlated more with 
Vs30 measurements, especially at longer periods, and less on the 
other investigated proxies (Vs30 inferred from different proxies and 
lithostratigraphic classifications). We did not observe a statistically 
significant correlation of the δS2S terms estimated by the SA model 
with the κ0 parameter, probably due to the weaker and highly non- 
linear link between the high-frequency parts of the Fourier domain 
spectra and the response spectra. This implies that residual terms 
δS2S calibrated directly from Fourier amplitude spectra should show 
a clearer dependence on the high-frequency parameter than was 
observed in this study;  

● Vs30 input map was constrained to the dataset of observations and 
interpolated on the missing values based on the estimates inferred 

from the topographic slope, according to Wald and Allen’s global 
empirical relationship (Vs30-WA), and the Italian map provided by 
Mori et al. [13] (Vs30-Mori); indeed, we observed a different dis-
tribution (in terms of mean value and standard deviation) in these 
two maps, whereby neither Vs30-WA nor Vs30-Mori alone were able 
to capture the full range of variability of Vs30 observations. The 
combination of the Vs30-Mori map and the Vs30-WA map had a 
twofold advantage: first, it provided the lowest mean square error 
when tested with a LOO-CV; second, it exploited high-resolution 
raster maps, which enables widespread, non-stationary predictions 
over the entire region of interest;  

● Validation results demonstrated that non-stationary spatial models 
that include lithology showed no significant improvement in the 
prediction of Vs30 compared to the corresponding stationary 
models, both using the broader geological classification proposed by 
Forte et al. [50] and the more detailed ISPRA map. Furthermore, the 
lithological classification did not provide a significant improvement 
in the Kriging predictions of δS2S. In general, the inclusion of li-
thology in the modelling did not show a significant ability of the 
lithological classification to capture the spatial pattern of the data. 
We attribute this discrepancy to the presence of underrepresented 
lithological classes, which did not allow us to fully capture the spatial 
variability of the data. These results suggest that the lithological 
classification in its current form (in terms of the quality and resolu-
tion of the available maps), is not useful for the construction of the 
spatial model of the proxies under analysis;  

● A map of δS2S was obtained with a non-stationary model as a 
function of geographical coordinates and the combined Vs30 map. 
Although this model was able to capture the main trend of the 
empirical site response in Central Italy, it was not able to reproduce 
the full range of amplifications at the local level and the actual 
variability between periods, so the identification of new key-proxies 
to constrain the predictions may be necessary for future improve-
ments of the proposed model, such as fundamental frequency of the 
soil deposit f0, mean shear wave velocity at bedrock, sediment 
thickness, alternative maps of the geo-lithological complexes, etc. 
Subsequent development of this research could therefore be directed 
towards the inclusion of these additional site proxies as predictors of 
δS2S modelling. Improvements could be achieved by considering, for 
example, a smaller target area within which a higher density of in-
formation and geophysical/morphological parameters, as well as 
small-scale maps could be available as input data. Further de-
velopments could also be aimed at quantifying and possibly utilizing 
the spatial correlation between spectral periods in a multivariate or 
functional framework. 
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Table 3 
List of stations out of the confidence range (in bold are highlighted the ones 
reported in Fig. 13).  

Identification Criteria Station codes Statistics 

RMSE>2σ on almost 
30 % of periods 

AM05 AOI ATSC BGR CAMP CIGN 
GIGS LRP MCR MOCO MZ10 MZ104 
MZ11 NCR PGG PTQR RM03 RM16 
RM22 RSM2 SCF SCO SENI SNG 
SPT1 SSP9 T1220 TRIV TVL VLN 
VVDG 

7.5 % (31 
stations) over the 
total 

RMSE>3σ on almost 
10 % periods 

AM05 CAMP GIGS MCR MZ10 PALZ 
RM16 RSM2 SCF SPT1 SSP9 

2.7 % (11 
stations) over the 
total  
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Appendix A. Supplementary data 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.soildyn.2024.108496. 

Appendix. Reference GMM for δS2S estimation 

The reference GMM used to estimate the empirical site-to-site functions is calibrated for the geometric mean of horizontal peak ground accel-
erations (PGA) and 69 SA ordinates in the frequency range logarithmically equispaced from 0.01 to 2s seconds The model is calibrated via a mixed- 
effect regression, providing the repeatable effects on the seismic motion (i.e. source, site and path), along with the associated aleatory variability. 

The adopted model is a slightly modified version of the Sgobba et al. [32] model calibrated for Central Italy. It has the following functional form: 

log10 Y = a + FM(M) + FR(M,R) + FS + δBe + δS2Ss + δL2Lsource + δP2Pp + δW0 [1A]  

where Y is the spectral parameter, a, FM(M), FR(M,R), FS represent the fixed effects, and δBe, δS2Ss, δL2Lsource, δP2Pp stands for zero-mean gaussian- 
distributed random effects. 

Parameter a is the offset and FM describes the scaling with magnitude: 

FM(M)= b1( Mw − Mh) for M ≤ Mh,

FM(M)= b2( Mw − Mh) otherwise. [2A] 

The coefficients b1 and b2 are obtained from nonlinear least-square regression, while Mh is the hinge magnitude fixed at 5.0. The term FR(M,R) is 
the other fixed term and represents the scaling with distance: 

FR(M,R)=
[
c1
(
Mw − Mref

)
+ c2

]
log10

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
R2 + h2

√

Rref
+ c3

( ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
R2 + h2

√
− Rref

)
. [3A]  

FR(M,R) is divided into a contribution due to the geometrical spreading also computed by nonlinear regression (including magnitude-dependent terms 
with coefficient c1, and magnitude-independent with coefficient c2) and the anelastic attenuation (described by c3, which is typically regionally 
dependent). Mref is the reference magnitude obtained from a preliminary nonlinear regression. Rref is the reference distance fixed at 1 km, h is the 
pseudo depth fixed at 6 km, and R is the Joyner-Boore distance for events with magnitude larger than 5.5, for which the fault geometry was defined. 
For lower magnitude events, the Joyner-Boore distance is assumed to be equal to the epicentral distance, since the small area of the rupture surface 
makes the event equivalent to a point-like source. 

FS is the site term which is a dummy variable introduced only to distinguish between reference and non-reference sites, as: 

FS =

{
0 for reference rock sites

fs for non − reference rock sites 

The median ground motion level is scaled to that observed on 6 reference rock sites (IT.LSS, IT. MNF, IT. SLO, IT. SNO, IT. SDM, IT. NRN), which 
were detected in the work by Morasca et al [49], according to several proxies based on geophysical, seismological and geomorphological features. This 
selection updates the 36 reference sites, originally used by Sgobba et al. [32]. The term fs, on the contrary, quantifies the median deviation of all 
non-reference sites from the prediction of the reference sites. 

Model coefficients, correction terms and related standard deviations are provided in ESUPP2_GMM.zip. 
The random effects represent error terms with respect to the median prediction of the GMM in equation [1A], defined as follows.  

● δBe is the between-event term, i.e., a measure of the systematic deviation from the median of each group of recordings for the same event; 
● δS2Ss is the site-to-site term, defining the between-station residual distribution measuring the systematic deviation from the median of the re-

cordings relevant to the same station. Note that, for the purposes of this study, it is necessary to refer to a consistent estimate of repeatable terms, 
that is, uniformly calculated with respect to the same reference motion, which we assume to be corresponding to the median motion of the 6 
reference sites. So the site term estimated with respect to the reference ground motion, called δS2Sref , is computed as: 

δS2Sref =

{
δS2Ss for the reference rock sites

δS2Ss + fs for non − reference rock sites  
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● δL2Lsource represents the source term, describing the systematic bias of the source regions. This term is estimated via the clustering approach that is 
based on geological considerations used to define the source areas, differently from what was originally published by Sgobba et al. [32] who 
adopted event aggregation mainly based on Reasenberg’s algorithm (Reasenberg 1985), as the main spatial clustering criterion. Here instead we 
group the events considering the boundaries defined by the main fault structures that have been identified in the geological model RETRACE3D - 
centRal Italy Earthquakes integRAted Crustal modEl (https://doi.org/10.13127/retrace-3d/geomod.2021) for central Italy. Following these 
criteria, the events are aggregated within 4 polygons, delimited by the main thrusts and geological domains, identifying the following clusters: #1 
(Lazio-Abruzzo), #2 (Laga Foredeep), #3 (Sibillini), #4 (Umbria-Marche). In the rest of the region we considered a background seismicity with a 
mean value of the location term equal to zero. A map of the clusters is reported in Fig. A1 a:  

● δP2Pp is the path-term, denoting the systematic deviation along each source-to-site path (from each identified source region to the sites) and is 
related to anisotropy in the properties of the crustal propagation medium. The path terms are estimated by dividing the whole region into squared 
cells (0.2◦-spaced) – Fig. A1 b that allow to capture the spatial distribution of the attenuation behavior (cell-specific attenuation), as defined by 
Sgobba et al. [31,32]. 

Fig. A1. a) Map of the source regions identified in Central Italy: clusters are delimited by red dashed lines and numbered from 1 to 4: #1 (Lazio-Abruzzo), #2 (Laga 
Foredeep), #3 (Sibillini), #4 (Umbria-Marche). The surface projections of the boundary fault systems according to the RETRACE-3D geological model are shown as 
colored lines and reported in the legend. Black dashed lines delimit the original clusters identified by Sgobba et al. [32]. Epicentres of events are marked by stars. The 
map is defined in UTM32 reference system with metric coordinates (x for Latitude and y for Longitude); b) reference grid used to estimate the path-to-path correction 
terms δP2Pp (from Ref. [32]) 
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